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CHAPTERR 1 

Introduction:: Structure and Function of the HIV-1 leader RNA 
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INTRODUCTION:: Structure and Function of the HIV-1 leader RNA 

Thee retrovirus HIV-1 

Thee causative agent of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) was first identified in 

1983,, when a novel retrovirus was isolated from a patient with lymphadenopathy (1). This 

retroviruss is now known as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) and in 1986 a 

relatedd virus was isolated from AIDS patients in West-Africa, now known as HIV-2 (2). HIV-

11 and HIV-2 belong to the lentivirus genus, a subfamily of the Retroviridae. Retroviruses 

characteristicallyy carry a diploid positive stranded RNA genome, which is copied into double 

strandedd proviral DNA by the viral reverse transcriptase enzyme (RT). Upon infection of a 

hostt cell, the proviral DNA is integrated into one of the host chromosomes. 

Organizationn of the HIV-1 genome and structure of the virus particle 

Thee HIV-1 proviral genome is approximately 9.5 kb in length and contains nine genes, 

includingg the Gag, Pol and Env open reading frames that are common to all retroviruses 

(Figuree 1A). The Gag open reading frame encodes the structural proteins matrix (MA), capsid 

(CA)) and nucleocapsid (NC), which are derived from the precursor Gag polyprotein by 

proteolyticc processing by the viral protease (PR) during particle assembly. In the mature virus 

particle,, MA lines the inside of the viral membrane, CA forms a cone-shaped core that 

surroundss the RNA genome and NC is directly associated with the viral RNA (Figure IB). 

Thee viral protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT) and integrase (IN) enzymes are encoded 

byy the Pol open reading frame. These proteins are produced from Gag-Pol precursors that are 

processedd by the protease during particle maturation, which ensures the incorporation of all 

virall  enzymes into the virus particle (Fig IB). The Env open reading frame codes for the 

envelopee glycoprotein that is present on the surface of the virus particle and that mediates 

attachmentt to specific cell receptors and fusion of the viral membrane with the cell 

membrane.. The Env protein is expressed as a gpl60 precursor protein that is subsequently 

cleavedd into a gpl20 surface domain and a gp41 trans-membrane domain. The gpl20 and 

gp411 subunits remain associated through non-covalent interactions. The gpl20 subunit 

mediatess the interaction with the cellular CD4 receptor and a chemokine co-receptor, whereas 

gp411 is most important for fusion of the viral membrane with the host cell membrane. 

Inn addition, the HIV-1 genome encodes the accessory viral proteins Vif, Vpr, Vpu and 

Nef.. These proteins are not strictly required for virus viability but support virus replication in 

certainn cell-types, including primary cells. An in-depth account of all the proposed functions 
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Figuree 1. Organization of the HIV-1 genome and viral particles. The proviral HIV-1 genome showing 

thee open reading frames for the viral proteins Gag. Pol, Env, Tat. Rev, Nef. Vif . Vpr and Vpu. The 

codingg region is Hanked by Long Terminal Repeats (LTR) that contain regulatory DNA and RNA 

elementss that are required for viral replication (top panel). The 5' LTR (left) acts as a promoter for the 

synthesiss of viral RNA. Structure of the HIV-1 virus particle (bottom panel). The virus particle is 

envelopedd by a lipid membrane that contains the viral Env protein, which consists of the gp4l and 

gpl200 subunits. The Gag-encoded matrix proteins (MA) line the inside of the envelope and the capsid 

proteinss (CA) form the cone-shaped virion capsid. The viral nucleocapsid protein (NC) is associated 

withh the RNA genome (vRNA) that is present as a dimer in the capsid structure. The Pol-encoded 

proteinss Integrase (IN), Reverse Transcriptase (RT) and Protease (PR) are also incorporated into the 

virionn capsid. 

off  the accessory proteins is nol feasible here, and I refer the reader to a number of reviews on 

thiss subject (3-5). Of note, recent findings indicate that Vpr may play a role in HIV- 1 induced 

pathogenesiss (6) and Vi f can suppress hypermutat ion induced by the cellular APOBF.C3G 

protein,, a homologue of a cytosine deaminat ing component in RNA editing, dur ing reverse 

transcriptionn (7:8). 
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Thee HIV-1 genome also contains open reading frames for two essential regulatory 

proteins.. Tat and Rev (Figure 1A). The viral transactivator protein Tat is required for the 

activationn of HIV-1 transcription (9). Rev is required for the nuclear export of unspliced and 

singlyy spliced HIV-1 transcripts (10-14). Apart from the open reading frames, the HIV-1 

genomee contains important non-coding domains. The Long Terminal Repeat (LTR), present 

att the 5' and 3' end of the proviral DNA genome, contains the viral promoter and untranslated 

leaderr and trailer sequences of the HIV-1 mRNAs. The LTR is subdivided in the U3 (unique 

3'' terminus). R (repeat) and U5 (unique 5' terminus) domains (Figure 1 A). The first residue in 

thee R region marks the transcriptional start site, and thus the 5' end of all HIV-1 mRNAs. At 

thee 3' end, a polyA tail is fused to the last residue of the R region. 

Figuree 2. The HIV-1 viral life eycle. See the text for details. (Illustration by Ebbe Andersen) 

Thee retroviral replication cycle 

HIV- 11 replicates in CD4-positive cells, including T lymphocytes, monocytes and 

macrophages.. A schematic representation of the HIV-1 replication cycle is shown in figure 2. 

Thee HIV-1 virion attaches to the host cell via its envelope gpl20 protein, which binds to the 

CD44 receptor and the cell-specific CXCR4 or CCR5 co-receptor. These interactions trigger 

fusionn of the viral and cellular membranes, which allows the release of the virion core into the 

cytoplasm.. Within the virion core, the viral RNA genome is copied into the DNA provirus by 

thee viral RT enzyme. The core is targeted to the cell nucleus where the completed proviral 

DNAA is inserted into the host genome by the viral IN enzyme. The integrated proviral DNA 
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servess as a template for the production of the viral mRNA. Initially, spliced mRNAs for the 

regulatoryy Tat and Rev proteins are produced. Accumulation of the Rev protein triggers a 

shiftt towards synthesis of unspliced and singly spliced messengers for the Gag, Env and Pol 

proteins.. These proteins, together with two identical unspliced viral RNA strands, assemble at 

thee cell membrane to form the progeny virions, which are released from the cell by budding. 

Thee progeny virions mature by processing of the Gag and Gag-Pol precursor proteins to 

generatee infectious particles that can infect a new host cell. A detailed account of HIV-1 

replicationn is given in ref. (15). 

Molecularr biology of the HIV-1 leader RNA 

Thiss thesis specifically addresses the structure and function of the HIV-1 untranslated leader 

RNA.. mRNAs commonly carry untranslated sequences at the 5' and 3' ends of the transcript, 

whichh are respectively referred to as leader and trailer sequences. The HIV-1 leader RNA is 

off  particular interest because it represents an extremely conserved domain of the viral genome 

andd several key steps in the virus replication cycle involve this untranslated RNA domain. In 

genee expression, a portion of the leader acts as an enhancer of transcription and regulatory 

motifss for mRNA processing and translation also reside within the leader. In addition, late 

stepss in the virus replication cycle such as packaging of the RNA genome and subsequent 

reversee transcription are critically dependent on sequence and structure elements within the 

leaderr RNA. Figure 3 (bottom) shows a schematic model of the untranslated leader RNA that 

highlightss several regulatory elements. 

Transcription n 

Thee LTR in the provirus contains an RNA polymerase II promoter, which spans the U3 and R 

regionn and contains binding sites for cellular transcription factors. Transcription from the LTR 

promoterr is strongly stimulated by the viral Tat protein. This Tat-dependent trans-activation 

requiress an RNA hairpin located at the immediate 5' end of the untranslated leader RNA, the 

Transs Activation Response (TAR) element (Figure 3). The regulation of HIV-i transcription 

hass been studied extensively and requires remodeling of the chromatin and the binding of 

cellularr transcription factors to the LTR. I refer the reader to a number of comprehensive 

reviewss on these subjects (9; 16-19). The following section will bypass the majority of DNA-

proteinn and protein-protein interactions involved in trans-activation of the LTR promoter and 

wil ll  solely address the mechanism of TAR-Tat mediated stimulation of transcription. 
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Earlyy studies on HIV-1 gene expression quickly identified TAR directly downstream 

off  the transcriptional start site as an important element for viral gene expression (20). Initially, 

itt was unclear whether TAR acted as a regulatory DNA or RNA element, but the 

demonstrationn that proper folding of the RNA hairpin on the nascent transcript is required for 

Tat-dependentt transcription provided the first evidence that TAR acts as an RNA enhancer 

elementt (21). TAR forms a 59 nt hairpin and interacts directly with the basic domain of the 

Tatt protein, which binds to a three-nucleotide bulge in TAR. This interaction facilitates 

bindingg of the cellular protein cyclin Tl to the apical loop of TAR (22-24). Cyclin Tl is a 

componentt of the positive Transcription Elongation Factor complex (pTEFb), which includes 

aa kinase, CDK-9, that phosphorylates the C-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II. This 

phosphorylationn increases the processivity of the elongating polymerase (25-27). It thus 

appearss that the TAR hairpin serves as a scaffold on which the viral Tat protein and the 

cellularr proteins assemble to enhance viral transcription. 

Sincee the LTR is present at both the 5' and 3' ends of the proviral DNA, initiation of 

transcriptionn could occur at either LTR. TAR, being part of the R region, is also present at 

bothh ends of viral transcripts. Several studies have demonstrated activity of the 3' LTR, but its 

activityy is most notable upon inactivation of the 5' LTR (28-32). It has been suggested that 

elongatingg polymerases derived from the 5' LTR prevent the assembly of initiation complexes 

att the 3' LTR, a mechanism termed transcriptional interference or promoter occlusion 

(31;33;34). . 

Capping g 

Eukaryoticc RNA polymerase II transcripts are covalently modified at the 5' triphosphate end 

byy enzymatic addition of a methylated guanosine monophosphate, which is called the cap. 

Cappingg occurs very soon after transcription initiation and is required for splicing, export of 

thee RNA from the nucleus, protection from exonuceolytic decay and initiation of translation 

(35). . 

Co-transcriptionall  capping of HIV-1 transcripts is strongly stimulated by the viral Tat 

protein,, which interacts directly with the mammalian capping enzyme Mcel (36;37). Nascent 

HIV-11 RNA of approximately 20 nucleotides in length is readily capped in the presence of 

Tatt and this is thought to correspond to the extrusion of the 5' end of the growing RNA chain 

fromm RNA polymerase II. Thus, the stimulatory effect of HIV-1 Tat precedes the formation of 

thee TAR hairpin and is independent of thee Tat-TAR interaction. It has been suggested that 
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Figuree 3. Different spliced forms of the HIV-1 mRNAs. On top. the proviral DNA genome is shown 

withh the nine open reading frames. In the early phase of infection, multiply spliced mRNAs for the 

Tat,, Rev and Nef proteins are produced. An example of a Tat messenger is shown. Late mRNAs are 

singlyy spliced and unspliced and contain the Rev Responsive element (RRE) that mediates nuclear 

exportt of the RNA upon binding of Rev. Underneath the unspliced transcript, the untranslated leader 

withh its regulatory elements is schematically depicted.' The Trans-Activation Response element (TAR. 

green),, the polyadenylation signal (polyA, orange), the Primer Binding Site (PBS, blue), the 

Dimerizationn Initiation Site (DIS. pink), the splice donor (SD), the core packaging signal ( ¥) and the 

Gagg startcodon (AUG). (Appendix I) 
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arrestt and restart of transcriptional elongation provides a temporal time window for Tat-

stimulatedd cap formation (37). 

Splicing g 

Thee HIV-1 genome encodes proteins that are expressed from the Gag, Pol, Env, Tat, Rev, 

Nef,, Vpu, Vif and Vpr open reading frames. The Gag and Pol proteins are translated form the 

unsplicedd transcript and the Env protein is derived from a singly spliced messenger. The 

remainingg proteins are expressed from multiply spliced mRNAs. The HIV-1 genome contains 

aa large number of competing splice donor and acceptor sites, which give rise to over forty 

differentiallyy spliced HIV-1 mRNAs (38). Early during infection, the HIV-1 RNA is 

differentiallyy spliced to produce more than 20 mRNAs that are constitutively exported to the 

cytoplasmm and translated to produce the Rev, Tat and Nef proteins (Figure 3). In the late 

phase,, unspliced and singly spliced mRNAs for the Gag, Pol and Env proteins are generated 

(reviewedd in (39)). These late mRNAs all contain the Rev Responsive element (RRE), a 

structuredd RNA element within the Env open reading frame to which the Rev protein binds. 

Oligomerizationn of the Rev protein on the RRE RNA promotes the nuclear export of 

unsplicedd and singly spliced transcripts (13;40;41). 

Despitee this multitude of differentially spliced mRNAs, each HIV-1 transcript shares a 

commonn untranslated leader sequence of 290 nucleotides, which is due to the obligatory use 

off  the major splice donor site, SD (38) (Figure 3). The composition of the remainder of the 

untranslatedd leader is dependent on the additional splice donor and acceptor sites used in the 

productionn of each messenger RNA and varies greatly among the differentially spliced 

transcripts.. The unspliced HIV-1 transcript uniquely contains the uninterrupted untranslated 

leaderr sequence of 335 nucleotides. This unspliced transcript is of particular interest since it 

servess both as the mRNA for the Gag and Gag-Pol proteins and as the viral genome that is 

packagedd in virions. Cis-acting RNA elements for both the gene expression and genome 

packagingg pathways are present in the untranslated leader of these unspliced transcripts (see 

below). . 

Polyadenylation n 

Mostt eukaryotic mRNAs are processed at their 3' end by polyadenylation, which endows the 

mRNAA with a tail of roughly 250 adenosine residues. This post-transcriptional modification 

requiress cleavage of the primary transcript and addition of the adenosine tail by the polyA 

polymerase.. The presence of this polyA tail increases the mRNA stability, nuclear export and 
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translatabilityy (42-46). The AAUAA A hexamic sequence in the mRNA serves as a near-

universall  polyadenylation signal in conjunction with a more variable GU- or U-rich sequence 

downstreamm of the hexamer (47;48). The AAUAA A hexamer binds the cleavage and 

polyadenylationn specificity factor (CPSF) and the downstream element interacts with the 

cleavagee stimulation factor (CstF) (49-53). The cleavage site is usually located in between the 

AAUAA AA hexamer and the U- or GU-rich sequence. An in depth account of the complex 

interplayy of nuclear proteins that mediate polyadenylation is beyond the scope of this thesis 

andd I refer the reader to comprehensive reviews on polyadenylation in general (35) and HIV-1 

specificallyy (54). 

HIV-11 and 2, as well as several other retroviruses, contain the AAUAA A hexamer 

sequencee in the R region that is present at both the 5' and 3' end of the viral transcript. This 

necessitatess a regulatory mechanism to bypass the 5' polyadenylation signal and to ensure 

efficientt polyadenylation at the 3' end. Several factors have been implicated in the regulation 

off  the 5' and 3' polyadenylation site usage. Initial studies demonstrated that the HIV-1 3' 

polyadenylationn signal is enhanced by U-rich sequences uniquely present in the upstream U3 

regionn (55;56). Downregulation of the 5' polyA signal has been associated with the proximity 

too the LTR promoter, where the assembly of RNA polymerase II initiation complexes may 

interferee with polyadenylation (57-59). More recent studies demonstrated that suppresion of 

thee 5' polyadenylation site is strongly dependent on the proximity of the major splice donor 

(60-62).. In HIV-1, the major splice donor site is located some 200 nucleotides downstream of 

thee AAUAA A hexamer and serves as a binding site for the U1 snRNP. Binding of U1 to the 

HIV-11 major splice donor, but not active splicing, is associated with the polyadenylation site 

occlusionn (62). 

Theree is ample evidence that the structure of the HIV-1 leader RNA is involved in 

regulatingg the polyadenylation site activity (63-65). A highly conserved hairpin that contains 

partt of the AAUAA A hexamer in the apical loop can fold in the R region of HIV-1 and is 

essentiall  for virus replication (66) (Figure 4). This hairpin, termed the poly(A) hairpin, 

activelyy represses premature polyadenylation at the 5' end through occlusion of the 

polyadenylationn site by base pairing of the AAUAA A hexamer (67). This ensures that 

prematuree polyadenylation at the 5' end is suppressed through rapid folding of the poly(A) 

hairpinn on the nascent RNA. Studies with purified polyadenylation factors and cellular 

extractss suggest that additional suppression is conferred by sequences uniquely present in the 

5'' leader RNA (68). 
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Figuree 4. Structure model of the HIV-1 untranslated leader RNA, as derived from comparative 

sequencee analysis. Individual structure and sequence elements are named after their putative function 

inn virus replication: the Trans-Activation Response element (TAR), the polyA hairpin that contains the 

AAUAA AA hexamer, the Primer Activation Signal (PAS) that is complementary to the tRNAb" T_C 

arm,, the Primer Binding Site (PBS) that is complementary to the 3' portion of the tRNAlys3 reverse 

transcriptionn primer, the Dimerization Initiation Site (DIS) that contains a palindromic sequence in the 

loop,, the splice donor that is indicated by an arrow, the core packaging signal (*P) and the start-codon 

off  the Gag open reading frame (AUG). Numbering of the residues is relative to the transcriptional start 

sitee ( + 1). 

Translation n 

Proteinn synthesis is regulated mainly at the initiation level in eukaryotic cells. On the majority 

off  mRNAs translation is initiated through recognition of the 5' cap structure by translation 

initiationn factors (69;70). These attract the 40S ribosomal subunit, which subsequently 

migratess along the RNA until an AUG start codon in a favorable sequence context is 

encounteredd (71). Alternatively, translation can be initiated independent of cap recognition by 

directt binding of the 40S subunit to RNA structures termed Internal Ribosomal Entry Sites 

(IRES)) (72;73). Many viruses, including a large number of retroviruses, initiate translation by 

ann IRES dependent mechanism (74-79). 

Thee HIV-1 untranslated leader RNA is totally void of AUG start codons preceding the 

Gagg open reading frame (80), which would be consistent with a scanning mode for ribosomes. 

Onn the other hand, stable secondary structures such as TAR could interfere with ribosome 
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scanning.. Several studies have demonstrated a repressive effect of the HIV-1 TAR element on 

translation,, but this can be alleviated by cellular proteins and the viral Tat protein (81;82). 

Indeed,, a translational component of the TAR-Tat mediated stimulation of gene expression 

hass been suggested (83-86). TAR has been shown to interact directly with the initiation factor 

eIF22 and this interaction stimulates protein synthesis from TAR-containing RNAs (87). 

Interactionss of both Tat and TAR with the interferon induced double stranded RNA dependent 

proteinn kinase (PKR), which inactivates eIF2, have also been linked to the regulation of 

proteinn synthesis. TAR RNA induces PKR activity and the interaction of Tat with PKR 

counterss this effect (88-94). It is currently not known how these opposing effects on protein 

synthesiss are integrated to regulate HIV-1 gene-expression. 

Theree have been recent indications that translation of the HIV-1 Gag protein involves 

IRESS activity. One study reported the presence of an IRES within the Gag open reading frame 

(95).. More recently, IRES activity of the HIV-1 leader RNA in the G2/M phase of the cell 

cyclee has been demonstrated (96). Studies with spliced HIV-1 transcripts generally favor a 

cap-dependentt scanning mechanism for the initiation translation (97;98), but the translation 

efficiencyy differs markedly with the identity of the untranslated leader RNA in differentially 

splicedd isoforms (38). In addition, leaky scanning, translational interference and re-initiation 

havee been suggested to affect the translation of downstream open reading frames in 

multicistronicc spliced mRNAs (97-99). It thus appears that initiation of translation may occur 

byy different mechanisms on spliced and unspliced HIV-1 transcripts. 

RNAA genome packaging 

Selectivee packaging of the retroviral RNA genome into progeny virions is a highly specific 

processs that involves interactions between the viral Gag protein and RNA elements in the full 

lengthh viral transcript. Important packaging signals have been mapped to the 5' untranslated 

leaderr RNA for a number of retroviruses (100). In many retroviruses, the location of the 

packagingg signal provides the means by which unspliced RNA is discriminated from spliced 

virall  RNA. The core packaging signal is located downstream of the major splice donor, which 

ensuress that splicing removes a critical part of the packaging determinant (101). 

Earlyy studies confirmed that RNA elements important for packaging of the HIV-1 

genomee are located downstream of the major splice donor (102-105). Several conserved stem-

loopp structures were identified within this domain, including a hairpin with a GGAG tetraloop 

(thee W hairpin, Figure 4) that interacts strongly with Gag and has since been regarded as the 

coree HIV-1 packaging signal (106-110). Nonetheless, recent studies indicate that the HIV-1 
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packagingg signal is in fact multipartite and includes several domains upstream of the major 

splicee donor (111-114; 114). This suggests that the overall structure of the untranslated leader 

iss recognized for selective packaging of the genome. 

HIV-11 is not unique in having such an extensive packaging requirement. Analogous 

observationss have been made for several other retroviruses, including HIV-2 (115-121). It is 

currentlyy not known how genomic RNA is selectively recognized in this context, since 

packagingg signals will be present on both the spliced and unspliced transcripts. Indeed, it has 

beenn reported that spliced HIV-1 transcripts are efficiently packaged when the W domain is 

mutatedd (122-124), confirming that the spliced RNA does contain at least part of the 

packagingg determinant. It is possible that the unspliced transcript, which also serves as the 

mRNAA for the Gag and Gag-Pol proteins, associates with the Gag protein cotranslationally. 

Forr HIV-1 and HIV-2 there are no detectably different pools of translated versus packaged 

RNAA (125). Although several studies indicate that active translation is not required for 

packagingg (111;126-128), translated transcripts appear to have an advantage in packaging 

(129;130). . 

RNAA genome dimerization 

Whatt clearly distinguishes genomic RNA from mRNA is the fact that the genome is present 

inn retroviral particles as an RNA dimer (131). This dimeric genome is thought to help 

circumventt the effects of physical damage to the RNA genome and to contribute to genetic 

diversityy of retroviruses by allowing template switching during reverse transcription 

(reviewedd in (132)). The dimer is maintained by RNA-RNA interactions since proteins can be 

removedd without affecting the integrity of the dimer. Furthermore, the dimeric RNA can be 

dissociatedd by heat treatment, indicating that the dimer linkage is mediated by non-covalent 

interactions.. Electron microscopy studies with partially denatured RNA demonstrated that the 

dimerr linkage site maps to the 5' end of the retroviral RNA and that the strands are arranged 

inn a parallel fashion (133;134). It has been observed that the RNA dimer matures during 

particlee assembly, which involves a change in thermostability of the dimer from a loose to a 

tighttight interaction (134). Several studies indicate that RNA dimerization may be linked to 

packagingg of the viral genome (114;124;135). 

Inn vitro synthesized RNA corresponding to retroviral leaders dimerize readily in vitro 

inn response to cations, heat-treatment or the presence of the viral nucleocapsid protein NC 

(136-139).. This observation has spurred intensive efforts to identify the cis-acting RNA 

elementss that trigger RNA dimerization in vitro. Initial studies of HIV-1 RNA dimerization 
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Figuree 5. DIS-incdiatcd RNA 
dimerization.. Two DIS hairpins can 
formm intermolecular base pairs 
betweenn the loop-exposed 
palindromee (highlighted). This 
interactionn is referred to as loop-
loopp kissing. The kissing-loop 
dimerr can rearrange into a more 
stablee extended duplex dimer by 
strandd exchange of the DIS stems. 

suggestedd the involvement of G-rich sequences, which is reminiscent of G-tetrad structures 

thatt have been implicated in maintaining the integrity of chromosome telomeres (140). In 

subsequentt studies, the involvement of G-rich elements has been dismissed (141) in favor of a 

dimerizationn mechanism mediated by a stem-loop structure with an autocomplementary, or 

palindromic,, sequence that is exposed in the hairpin loop (142-144). This hairpin has been 

termedd the Dimer Initiation Site hairpin (DIS) and is located upstream of the splice donor in 

thee HIV-1 leader RNA (Figure 4). Direct base pairing between the loop-exposed palindromes 

off  two DIS hairpins yields an instable RNA dimer termed the kissing loop complex (Figure 

5).. In the presence of the viral NC protein, or upon heat treatment, the kissing loop complex 

rearrangess such that the hairpin stems are melted, allowing the formation of an extended 

duplexx dimer (142; 145-149) (Figure 5). 

DIS-likee stem-loop structures are present in the untranslated leader of many retroviral 

genomes,, suggesting a common mechanism of RNA dimerization (109; 150-154). However, it 

hass proven difficult to correlate the results of in vitro dimerization studies with virus 

replicationn experiments. Mutations in the DIS palindrome have surprisingly small effects on 

RNAA dimers in virus particles, but do affect viral replication due to defects in RNA packaging 

andd reverse transcription (135; 155-157). Several recent studies demonstrated that regions 

outsidee the D1S motif also contribute substantially to RNA dimerization in vivo 

(114;124;158). . 

Reversee transcription 

Thee dimeric RNA present in virus particles serves as a template for the viral RT enzyme, 

whichh generates the double stranded DNA provirus that is subsequently integrated into a host 
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chromosome.. Reverse transcription is initiated near the 5' end of the RNA genome and 

elongationn proceeds in the 3' to 5' direction until the extreme 5' end of the RNA is reached. 

Duringg DNA synthesis the RT enzyme concomitantly removes the RNA template through its 

RNAseHH activity, which degrades the RNA in RNA-DNA heteroduplexes. The initial single 

strandedd cDNA product is called strong stop cDNA. The 5' and 3' terminal ends of the RNA 

genomee contain a direct repeat <R) sequence, which allows the strong stop cDNA to base pair 

withh its complementary part at the 3' end of the genome, where elongation is resumed (Figure 

3).. The process of translocating the cDNA from the 5' end to the 3' end is termed strand 

transfer.. Two transfer events are required to generate the double stranded DNA provirus 

flankedd by two complete LTRs. 

Thee RT enzyme initiates reverse transcription using a cellular tRNA as a primer. A 

sequencee that is complementary to the tRNA is located directly downstream of the U5 region 

(Figuree 4). This sequence is termed the primer binding site (PBS), which anneals to the 3' 

terminall  nucleotides of the primer tRNA. HIV-1 and HIV-2 both use tRNAlys3 for priming of 

reversee transcription, and both viruses have a PBS with a 21 nucleotide complementarity to 

thee tRNA. Selection of the tRNAlysJ from the pool of cellular tRNAs for reverse transcription 

iss not mediated by the PBS alone, the RT enzyme specifically recognizes its cognate primer 

(159;; 160) and there is recent evidence that the corresponding tRNA synthetase is specifically 

packagedd into virions (161-163). 

Severall  additional interactions between the tRNA primer and the viral genome have 

beenn proposed to contribute to the specificity of primer usage. On the basis of RNA structure 

probingg assays it has been suggested that an A-rich sequence upstream of the HIV-1 PBS 

interactss with the anticodon loop of the tRNAlys3 primer (164-168). Indirect virological 

evidencee has been presented in support of this interaction (169-171). However, the role of this 

interactionn in reverse transcription was not confirmed by recent studies from another 

laboratoryy (172). Furthermore, the ability to form base pairs between the tRNA anticodon 

loopp and the viral genome is poorly conserved among other retroviruses, including the closely 

relatedd SIV isolates. It has also been argued that base pairing between the A-rich sequence 

andd the tRNAlys3 anti-codon loop introduces highly unusual structural consequences such as 

severee bending, extensive knotting and underwinding of helices (173). It is likely that the 

conservationn of the A-rich sequence motif in the HIV-1 RNA is due to the role of the 

correspondingg DNA sequences in integration of the provirus DNA (174-179). 

Ann alternative base paring interaction between sequences in the TM>C arm of tRNA>s' 

andd an 8 nucleotide sequence element in the HIV-1 U5 region has recently been proposed 
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(180;; 181). Mutations in this sequence severely decrease the initiation of reverse transcription 

andd it has hence been termed the Primer Activation Signal (PAS). Base pairing of the tRNA 

primerr T W arm and the viral genome is highly conserved among retroviruses (182) and has 

beenn shown to regulate reverse transcription of the avian Rous Sarcoma Virus (RSV) (183) 

andd the yeast TY1 and 3 retrotransposons (184). In HIV-1, PAS-mediated initiation of reverse 

transcriptionn appears to be regulated since the PAS element is occluded by base pairing within 

thee leader RNA before binding of the tRNA primer (181 )(Figure 4). 

Inn addition to these sequence and structural requirements for the initation of reverse 

transcription,, elongation by the RT enzyme imposes further constraints on structured elements 

withinn the RNA. Extremely stable helices pose an obstacle to the elongating RT enzyme and 

resultt in the accumulation of premature stop products (185;186). There is also evidence that 

thee secondary structure within the R region actively contributes to strand transfer, in addition 

too the required sequence homology between the 5' and 3' R regions (187). Furthermore, the 

integrityy of the RNA dimer in virus particles is required to perform the first strand transfer in 

w'vo(188). . 

Structuree of the HIV-1 leader RNA 

Thee involvement of the HIV-1 untranslated leader in several key steps of the virus life cycle 

hass spurred intensive efforts to study structure-function relationships of the regulatory RNA 

elements.. Unfortunately, the techniques available to protein structural biologist have only 

limitedd applicability to the investigation of RNA. Until recently, only a handful of RNAs had 

successfullyy been crystallized for X-ray analysis. Many years of intense study have finally 

producedd crystal structures of the prokaryotic ribosome at atomic resolution (189-192). This 

markss a turning point in our understanding of the molecular biology of RNA and will 

certainlyy contribute to our understanding of other biologically important RNAs. Another 

techniquee able to generate high-resolution information on the structure of RNA, Nuclear 

Magneticc Resonance spectroscopy (NMR), is seriously restricted to the analysis of small 

RNAs.. An advantage in the study of RNA structure is that folding of RNA molecules is 

governedd by a relatively simple set of base pairing interactions, which allows low-resolution 

structuress to be drawn from sequence analysis and thermodynamic considerations. In addition, 

chemicall  and enzymatic probing of accessible residues in the RNA can provide valuable 

informationn of its structure. Evidence for the biological importance of RNA base pairing 

interactionss can be obtained from studies with mutants that disrupt and restore base pairing. 
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Inn 1993, two studies proposed structure models for the entire HIV-1 leader RNA based 

onn either structure probing assays (193) or comparative sequence analysis (109). Intriguingly, 

thee two models are radically different, except for the common prediction of the TAR hairpin 

att the 5' end of the leader. Baudin postulated an elongated fold for the leader RNA with many 

internall  loops, whereas Berkhout identified a number of small stem-loop structures that are 

conservedd among HIV and SIV isolates. Subsequently, a study by Damgaard and colleagues 

demonstratedd that the results from structure probing studies are compatible with most of the 

stem-loopp structures proposed by Berkhout (108). However, a largely unnoticed theoretical 

studyy that calculated the base pairing probabilities within the entire HIV-1 genome produced 

anotherr elongated fold for the HIV-1 leader RNA that is similar, but not identical, to the 

modell  proposed by Baudin (194). This fold is the same in the context of the isolated leader 

andd in the full-length genome, indicating that the leader RNA folds autonomously. A 

comparisonn of the structures predicted for the leader sequence of different HIV and SIV 

isolatess demonstrated that many of the stem-loop structures proposed by Berkhout are 

associatedd with a relatively low probability of folding (195). Again, the TAR element 

emergedd as the only consistently predicted RNA structure. Several hairpins from the model by 

Berkhoutt have been confirmed in biological experiments (66;67;105; 196; 197) and NMR 

studiess (106; 198-204). However, NMR studies make use of small RNA fragments and thus do 

nott address the folding of the RNA in the context of the entire leader. 

Thee HIV-leader RNA as a molecular switch: scope of the thesis 

Inn the year 2000, van Wamel and Berkhout noted a bizarre behavior of HIV-1 transcripts 

correspondingg to the entire leader RNA in non-denaturing gel electrophoresis: large 

transcriptss migrated faster through the gel than shorter transcripts, suggesting that a compact 

RNAA structure is formed by the complete leader (205). This observation formed the basis for 

thee current thesis. Initially, it was thought that the compact fold was due to tertiary structure 

off  the leader RNA and the original aim was to obtain crystals of this compact fold for X-ray 

analysis.. In the process of trying to do so, we observed that the compact fold is in fact an 

alternativelyy folded secondary structure. The attention quickly shifted towards mapping of the 

domainss involved in folding of the compact conformer in further detail, and at this point we 

foundd that the HIV-1 leader RNA is in equilibrium between two alternatively folded 

secondaryy structures. This effectively ruled out the possibility of obtaining crystals of the 

RNA. . 
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Thee presence of two alternative conformations of the HIV-1 leader RNA immediately 

suggestedd that the virus might exploit this as a molecular switch to regulate some of the leader 

RNA-mediatedd processes. We found that domains involved in polyadenylation and RNA 

dimerizationn are differentially structured in the alternative conformations. For instance, we 

weree able to show that genome dimerization is not a constitutive process but depends on the 

equilibriumm between the alternatively folded conformations of the HIV-1 leader RNA 

(chapterss 2 through 4). Based on this model, we were able to explain the evolution of the 

leaderr in an HIV-infected individual with slow disease progression who harbors a virus with 

unusuall  mutations in the DIS element (chapter 5). Studies performed with the leader RNA of 

HIV-22 revealed that dimerization requires a similar DIS element and also involves a switch 

betweenn alternative conformations (chapters 6 and 7). This prompted us to investigate the 

requirementss for hcterodimerization of the HIV-1 and HIV-2 RNA genomes, which may have 

implicationss for viral recombination (chapter 8). Throughout these studies, the TAR element 

wass consistently found to have a stable secondary structure that does not take part in the 

large-scalee conformational rearrangements of the HIV leader. The structure of TAR was 

investigatedd separately, which led to the identification of a new base pairing motif within the 

apicall  loop (chapter 9) and a tertiary interaction of the loop with the TAR stem (chapter 10). 

Thee latter interaction is observed exclusively in the absence of the Tat protein, and we 

proposee that HIV-1 gene-expression involves a switch between two alternative tertiary 

structuress of TAR. Finally, we analyzed the interaction between the tRNAlys3 TVC arm and 

thee HIV-1 PAS element in the process of reverse transcription (chapter 11). 
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